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This bibliography of resources is offered not only to keep you informed about resources, but also to keep before you a very crucial issue all too easily ignored (even by professionals trained to know otherwise). We hope it will be of help to you in your work and, when necessary, in your own personal journey. As always, this bibliography can be reproduced and distributed or otherwise quoted for publication with credit given.


Chu, James & Bowman, Elizabeth (Eds.). *Trauma and sexuality; The effects of child sexual, physical and emotional abuse on sexual identity and behavior.* Binghamton: Haworth, 2003.


Gilbert, Richard. *Finding Your Way After Your Parent Dies: Hope for Adults.* Notre Dame: Ave Maria Press, 1999. (includes discussion of unique grief issues when the relationships were not good).


Heegard, Marge. *Drawing together to learn about feelings; To be illustrated by children to help families communicate and learn together.* Minneapolis: Fairview Press, 2003.

Heegard, Marge. *Drawing together to manage anger; To be illustrated by children to help families communicate and learn together.* Minneapolis: Fairview Press, 2003;


Miles, Al. *Helping Victims Reclaim Their Bodies, Minds, and Spirits*. (live recording available on audio cassette)
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